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ABSTRACTABSTRACT: : News about children are grandly perceived as a mechanism for reporting cases of abusesNews about children are grandly perceived as a mechanism for reporting cases of abuses  

of minors. However the marketable logic that has currently enslaved the mediaof minors. However the marketable logic that has currently enslaved the media has led to the adoption of has led to the adoption of  

newsmaking  processes  which  converge  into  constructing  media  images  where  minors  appear  in  anewsmaking  processes  which  converge  into  constructing  media  images  where  minors  appear  in  a  

sensationalist fragilized way, going against journalism legal and deontological standards.sensationalist fragilized way, going against journalism legal and deontological standards.

Understanding how children are listed in the media nowadays allows us to know, in three PortugueseUnderstanding how children are listed in the media nowadays allows us to know, in three Portuguese  

daily newspapers - Público, Correio da Manhã and Jornal de Notícias – in which grounds struggle thedaily newspapers - Público, Correio da Manhã and Jornal de Notícias – in which grounds struggle the  

duty  to  inform,  denounce  and  expose  an  abusive  case  and  where  is  the  line  draw  between  theduty  to  inform,  denounce  and  expose  an  abusive  case  and  where  is  the  line  draw  between  the  

informational tasks an the ethical responsibility of protecting the image of mediated minors.informational tasks an the ethical responsibility of protecting the image of mediated minors.

The content  The content  analysis leads to recognizing what elements are generally used to identify direct andanalysis leads to recognizing what elements are generally used to identify direct and  

indirectly the children stated in the news and realizing that construction of a child image is mainly basedindirectly the children stated in the news and realizing that construction of a child image is mainly based  

on  themes  that  enhance  their  vulnerability  and  consequently  printing  a  stereotyped  sensationaliston  themes  that  enhance  their  vulnerability  and  consequently  printing  a  stereotyped  sensationalist  

representation of the infant in the Portuguese society. representation of the infant in the Portuguese society. 

The  obtained  results  examination  also  allow  us  to  understand  how child  protecting  mechanismsThe  obtained  results  examination  also  allow  us  to  understand  how child  protecting  mechanisms  

against media are working and what is the impact that the broadcasting a child’s image on his life, todayagainst media are working and what is the impact that the broadcasting a child’s image on his life, today  

and in the future.and in the future.

This dissertation is actually an alarm on media exposure dangers, a warning sign for the scars and theThis dissertation is actually an alarm on media exposure dangers, a warning sign for the scars and the  

constraints that such exposure imprints on children’s lives, an plea for the needed protection of minorsconstraints that such exposure imprints on children’s lives, an plea for the needed protection of minors  

and their susceptibilities to face an environment as ferocious as the mass media.and their susceptibilities to face an environment as ferocious as the mass media.
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